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RESUME : 
Stainless steel swelling and irradiation creep in the 

hexagonal wrappers of fast breeder cores induce deformations 
(•ostly bowing), hence autual interaction (displacements, 
forces and stresses) which mist be calculated :. 

The HARMONIE code was développée to aeet these require
ments. 

In this three dimensional code, one minimizes the 
elastic potential bending energy (quadratic form), with 
given linear conditions (no overlapping between adjacent 
subassemblies). The convergence of this function is obtained 
through a numerical method (parallel gradient). 

The free bowing of the subassemblies are given as input 
datas ; the output gives the equilibrium displacements and 
forces while stresses are calculated in a classical manner. 
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INTRQPUCTION 

r Tha HARMONIE coda is daslgnad to calculât» static equilibrium conditions 
in the subassembly lattice of a French-designed IRFBR. HARMONIE was develo
ped by the Mechanical and Thermal Laboratory of the Core Design and Develop
ment Department, and will constitute an essential element among mechanical de
sign codes for fast reactor cores. The complex neture of the problem confron
ting the core designers required both the choice of en epproach method in 
view of the non-linearity of the system to be resolved. This method is suffi
ciently general that its interest is not limited to the scope of fast reac
tor cores. These considerations are covered in the first two sections below, 
while the third section deals with the code itself -i.e. the practical reso
lution of calculations. 
1./ THE PROBLEM 

Xn this section the problem of mechanical equilibrium in the core is dis
cussed from a purely qualitative stendpolnt. This Includes e geometrical des
cription of the structural elements, followed by a description of the physi
cal phenomena involved. The concluding subsection substentiates the need for 
developing a 3-dlmensional calculation tod. 
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j 1.1.- French-designed fast reactors cores ; "Natural onriclenont" 

The core, in which the nuclear fission reaction occurs, is of nodular " 
design. Its basic structural elements, the cor* subassenblies. are of three 

| types » 
j - fuel and fertile subassemblies 

- specific functional subassenblies (Primary Control Systen t "SCP" t 
Stand-by Shut-down Systen t "SAC" » Neutron Guide : "GON" j e t c . ) . 

- protective subassenblies (steel end laterel neutron shielding). 
The nechenlcal structure of the subassenblies. irrespective of their 

function or contents» Is relevant to this study. Externally, each subassenbly 
includes two geometrically different sections t 

- a cylindrical portion corresponding to the essenbly base 
- - en hexagonal portlrn corresponding to the body l;nght. 

This description is sufficient for the present purposes. 
The core subassemblies are arranged vertically in a réguler triangular 

lattice on the support grid end maintained Individually at the base, which 
fits Into the relevant grid seat. The grid thus consltutes a mechanically ri
gid support structure for the lattice (in addition to its role in channeling 
the sodium flow through the core subassemblies). Refer also to Figure 1 for e 
simplified presentation of the core. 

As discussed in paragraph 1.2, the fuel subassemblies end certain fer
tile assemblies are subjected to major neutron flux and temperature gradients 
which cause centrifugal expansion of the lattice in the active region of the 
core. The remaining core subassemblies (some fertile assemblies and the shiel
ding) ere sufficiently removed from the center that they Incur no epprcleble 
individual deformation j moreover, their rigidity tends to counteract the 
above centrifugal distortion. This encirclement is referred to as "natural" 
since no other structure is Involved. 

The plates stamped on the subassembly hexagonal outer tube are located 
above the fissile region and thus outside the flux area. Their thickness is so 
designed that the lnter-assembly gaps, required for handling purpose on cold 
subassemblies, disappear at higher temperatures i to provide a rigid inter- -
; locking array. This feature prevents subassembly vibrations in their first 
; natural mode, end permits interaction of the natural encirclement medium. 

This technically very simple concept presents two primary advantages i 
It ensures Adequate core compactness without impairing handling manipulations, ! 

i and guarantees a very satisfactory negative reactivity coefficient (or "pla
telet" coefficient) during a temperature excursion, j 

After this brief review, the following section deals more specifically 
t j : 

| with tho two phenomena mentioned earlier t Individual subassembly distortion, 
| and mutual subassembly Interaction. 

1.2. - Couses and consequences of stresses sustained by Individual subas-
semblloft 

, Kerch core subassembly la deformed under irradiation. j 
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Tha resulting distortions -which essentially involva tha hexagonal tube- nay' 

t 

be divided into * classes ccco\ding to their effect on the core equilibrium: 
- distortions due to swelling of the steel walls under Irradiation : 

thery arc permanent déformations and -within tha limits of current knowledge! 
of the phenomenon- are independent of the stresses exerted OR the hex. tubet 
they are. however, dependent on the integrated flux (l.e time-dependant) as 
well as on the temperature and the steel grade. Tha existence of a radial 
flux gradient produces differential swelling and thus subassembly bowing. In 
terms of ebsolute value this swelling tends to Increase the distance across 
the flats of the hex. section. j 

- distortions due to thermal expansion : these are reversible and are • ! directly related to the thermal characteristics of the pin bundel (which are: 
themselves dependent on the extent of hex tube deformation}. 

- purely mechanical distortions of tha hexagonal tube, resulting from 
Internal sodium overpressure, which further increase the "across flats" di- : 
mansion by bulging out the hex. section. 

- Distrotions resulting from subassembly interactions : these forces 
tend to Increase bowing through their bending moment, and to reduce the 
"across flats" dimension through the inward pressure exerted on the plate
lets. I 

The above forces are egmented by irradiation creep, with the following 
results : 

- if distortion remains constant, stresses will, be relieved in time 
- if stresses remain constant, distortion is time-dependent 
- in general, both of these phenomena are involved. 
Thus even If the limit of elasticity is not exceeded, irradiation-Indu

ced tensile creep creates permanent Irreversible distortions. It should be 
noted that these stresses (except sodium overpressure 1» ell produce "con
trolled deformations". Figure 2 presents these forces schematically. 

In view of the complex stresses lnvolvea, individuel subassemblies were 
analyzed separately from the overall lattice equilibrium. The following de
finitions are required for this purpose t 

At any given Instant in time the following definitions are applicable 
to'a core subassembly s 

• its stressed condition t the resultant of its mechanical and geometri
cal properties (stresses and distortions) prevailllng in the core. I 

- Its free state » the resultant of the same properties after elimina
tion of the interaction forces attribuabls to the six contiguous hexagonal 
tubes. 1 

Based on these definitions, the relative distortion between these two-
states (stressed and free) is purely elostlc t this relative distorsion is j 

. calculated by the HARMONIE code. Free distortion is calculated using other 
codes (ARGOH) also under development. Figure 3 presents the logical approach 
to this problem in flow-chart form and situates the HARMONIE code in this j 

; context, j 
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1.3. - Implications of lattice equilibrium studies on core lifetlae 

Paragraph 1.2. enphasized individual subassembly distortions, among 
which those resulting from assembly interactions were significant. These fin
dings lead to stress calculations for various subassembly zones, and particu
larly for the hex. tube. 

The second basic consideration involvas tha equilibrium of the core as 
a whole. The geometry of the distorted core must be known at the corr design ' 
project stage as it directly affects the core life in two ways t 

- core handling requirements strictly limit subassembly head alignment 
and position tolerances, as well as handling loads » 

* static and dynamic reactivity requirements ere limited by reactor sa
fety considerations. 

Such problems have been analyzed to date using a well proven code which 
nevertheless Involves geometricel figures of revolution. This coda assumes 
that all the subassamblies in a given ring sustain the seme deformations, and 
this hypothesis results in the analysis of subassembly interactions against 
flats within a single ring. However, the true behaviour of a fast raetor core 
is quite different, and this approximation does not comply with the required 
degree of accuracy. 

The non-uniformity of subassembly distortions is a basic consideration 
In this analysis. Moreover, hexagonal geometry Involves geometrically speci
fic types of interactions. 

Development of the HARHCWI6 code was undertaken for the above reaso'ns, 
to permit calculation of distorted core geometry and interaction forces for a 
lattice in which each subassembly is characterized by a specific distance 
across flats, a specific free bowing value and specific mechanical properties 
independent of the other aossmbllss. Lattice pitch Is considered constant but 
for a single similarity criterion t except for thermal dilation, tha support 
grid is virtually Indéformable. 

Following this description of the physical problem, the next section 
discusses the methods of developing suitable models. 
2./ MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND FORHULATIOH 
! 2.1. - Basic hypotheses 

No particular problems are encountered in developing mechanical struc
tural models. The subassemblies may be compared to beams with a variable mo-
jment of inertia i support grid seating Involves either single-point or double-
point fixed ends (refer to figure 4). In the horizontal (X,Y) plane, the pro
blem is discrete t the number of subassemblies in finite. 
j Along the vertical (Z) axis tha problem Is continue)» > for calculation 
purposes the subassembly was mode discrete along its longitudinal axis by con
sidering only a finite number of horizontal planes in the lattice of vortical 
'beams. As dlscuecod in parograh 2.2, this resolution method allows for the 
potential bonding energy of the subassemblies, ' 
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- • — " l ( For a beam in which only a finita number of points ara considered, tha ; 

potantial elastic bending energy nay ba expressed in Matrix for». Tha rigi- ; 
dity matrix thus defined comprises Maxwell coefficients. The calculation * 
c nsists in superposing elementary deformations which corraapond to a physi-j 
cal reality (i.e. which may be confirmed experimentally) and which are deri
ved from the theory of linear elasticity. 

The potential bending energy of the system correspond* to the sum of 
the values for the individual subassemblies, and also takes the form of a 
matrix. 

Tha gaomatrical conditions of the non-overlappir.g hexagons (given their 
distance across faits and tha lattice pitch) also Involve a single matrix • 
provided, that rotations are not allowed. 

The program takes account of these conditions only on the initially se
lected horizontal planes, which implies prior determination of tha interac
tion levels (refer to figure 4). However, this only slightly dlmlninlshes 
the general scope of application of the code for two reasons : 

- experience has shown that the only significant interaction levais are 
tha subassembly heads and the platelets- which were in fact designed for 
this is due to the shape assumed by free subassembly bowing. 

- subsequent verification of the geometric integrity of the system is 
always possible (graphically, for example) by simple interpolatlve calcula
tion between two levels (beam theory). In case of anomaly the program can be 
run again wûth allowance for any additional required levels. However, it was 
considered preferable to avoid unnecessary complication? at the outset. 

A number of hypotheses are implicit in this model t 
- The following physical factors are net taken into account > 

,'Subassembly torsional energy t this Is theoretically vary low, and tha 
relevant non-overlopplng geometrical conditions involved woud lead to exces
sive calculation difficulties. 

'Modification of tha lnertlel properties of the beams according to load 
(tha linearity hypothesis is a prerequisite for matrix calculation). 

'Friction t this point first requires a thorough experimental study 
which is currently in progress on a scale model setup. 

- Geometrical hypothesis s 
•The actual type of subassembly seating is midway between the two possi

ble errengments and, moreover, depends on manufacturing tolerances. 
'The only contacts assumed at any given level are contacts between mating 

faces at nominal position». 
Rotations are not allowed. 

2.2. - Mathematical formulation 

Tha elastic potential energy of tha system is expressed in quadratic 
form 

; E • » Mr K ft* in which W • displacement varter and K • system rlgitlty matrix 
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The non-overlopping condition of the hexagon is expressed a* a matrix 

system of inequalities : 
B - AH < «o where B - vertor related te initial interassembly gaps 

A - geometrical metr.x with dimenslonless coefficients 
which defines the connections. 

The problem is thufc : 
(1) To minlze E - i W r K W quadratic minimization with linear 

under de conditions B - AW<0 inequalities (1} 
Resolution of the problem is simplified by introducing the system le-

grangian t L (W,X) • £ W r KM - X r (B - AH). 
This in turn leads to a new formulation : 
(2) Find the seddlepolnt of L (H,X) where X > 0 
The equivalency of (1) er.d (21 allows it to be derived with respect 

to this vertor t 
V w (L (H.X) J - 0 < • > H CX) - R*1 AX 
This expression shows the physical Interpretation of the X coeffi

cients, i.e. subassembly Interaction forces. 
Therefore, 

•(X) - L (H CXJ.X) - £ X»" A*"1 A r X* X r B i •(X) — j X p CX • X r B where i 
C • A*"1 A r. 

Thus t (1) <-> (2) <«> (3) naxlmize - \ X r C X • X r B Where A >0 (3) 
Thle is the system to be solved. It should be noted thet C represents 

the Inverse of a rigidity matrix. 
Whithout the "constraints" X >0, tha solution to the problem would be 

lie in resolving the system V4 « 0, i.e. 
C X - B (4) 

Intuitively, by deleting In relation (4) the rows end col urns corres
ponding to Xi (zero in the problem solution), the solution is obtainable by 
resolving this subsystem. The method proposed is besed on this insight. 

2.3. - Theoretical solution 
The method Is Intended to plot the eonsteet map, i.e. to determine 

the hexagon faces in actual contact under equilibrium .conditions. This method 
involves iterative calculation procedures beginning with e null vector X. 

The contact map is determined for each iteration, by the gredlents 
signs, the subsystem defined in paragraph 2.2. is then resolved. All varia-

: bias assumed not to affect the problem are eliminated. 
Calculation of the gradients of the next iteration shows whether the 

process must be resumed, or the solution hes been reached. The unconditional 
convergence of-thle iterative process has not let to any theoreticel develop
ment, but it seems to be fest enough. 
! 3»/ DESCRIPTION OF HARMONIE 
*' 1 , •- Preliminary operations 

The method described in 2.2. and 2.3 requires plor calculation of 
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a number of matrices, the most important of which is matrix C. 

The construction of this matrix is programmed according to an assembly 
method similar to the classic method used in finite element codes. 

The elementary C matrices ere 6p x 6p arrays(where "p" is the number of 
levels analyzed), and are symmetrical. One elementary matrix is required for 
each type of subassembly. i 

i 

This construction of C by individual subassemblies presents the further: 
advantage of allowing Individual modifications on a few subassemblies without 
requiring full recalculation. This construction essumes thet the hexagons 
and contact points have first been numbered and that the equivalency table 
has been drawn up. 

During.Ce calculations, the elementary matrices Ze • Km Ae ere provi
sional stored i these are subsequently used to determine displacements re
sulting from the forces action on each subassembly et each level. i 

The required program Inputs are thus t ; 
- Core locations Involved numbered key chart 
- Mechanical properties of each subassembly type Ke matrices then Ce ma

trices, end finally C matrices. ' 
- Geometrical characteristics t lattice pitch, distance across flats, 

free bowing for eeche subassembly Vector B. 

i i 

3.2. - Iteration and resolution 
The resolutions arm performed by decomposition s C • LAL where L is 

a lower-order triangular matrix of unit diagonal, and A is a diagonal matrix. 
The most significant programming difficulty Involves the size of matrix 

C s it is a symmetrical n matrix with n • p x nX p w 2.5 x N a t t y . 
In actual problem-solving it quickly becomes impossible to work directly 

with the central storage facility » the required memory management limits 
the I/O rate and thus impairs program performance. 

Program writing in PI1 language simplifies management programming, but 
is difficult to optimize in (1VS (multi-virtual storage) operations. 

3.3. - Application of results t exemples 
Program outputs comprise the following t 
• interaction forces i for each subassembly, for each interaction level 

and for each of the 6 directions 
- hexagon center shifts at each level. 
These results art ploced in file storage for subsequent and use (e.g. 

graphic applications). 
Five typical calculation example» processed in less than one minute of 

CPU time on an IBM 370/160 computer are shown below s 
- the first is an example of thrust on the flats of a regulor hexagonal 

lattice (1 interaction level * platelet level) 
- the second shows o case of corner thrust (1 interaction level) 
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- the third corresponds to a scale Model test with calculation at two 

interaction levels (subassembly head and platelets). 
- the fourth example involve* a larger array (SI positions) with cen

trifugal bowing. Very high bowing values were chosen to obtain more obvious 
displacements (platelet level) 

- the fifth is a program output response to a variation in across-flats 
distance (platelet level). 

CONCLUSION 

The HARMONIE code is currently an autonomous module whose finel form 
has not yet been frozen. Development work is in progress in three areas 
within thescope of the core mechanical research program at Cadaraeha. 

'Mathematical and Dota Processing Considerations : a number of impro
vements are under examination concerning the convergence alforlthms, and 
some details of the memory management programs are being further refined. 

* Physical considerations t allowance for disregarded phenomena t hex 
tube elasticity at platelet level » friction. 

*Code substantiation : two broad categories T* Involved t 
- Scale model testing with air. Two support grid mock-ups are avai

lable t 
. One, in PHENIX geometry with 91 positions, has already been used for 
a series of preliminary tests on small (2-13 positions) lattices. 

. The other. In 106-posltlons SUPER PHENIX geometry, designed for -a 
more thorough validation test program. 

- Monitoring of RAPSOOIE and PHENIX experimental reactors. 
The "INTERAC" experiment, in progress on PHENIX, is designed for field 

testing of subassembly head displacement in three contignous seat positions. 
Subsequent code development -particularly regarding the physical op

tions- depends on the result of these qualification experiments. 
The advantages of this code for French LrtFBR research and development 

concern generalisation to the entire core of analyses based Individual sub
assemblies. HARMONIE will provide valuable data on a number of physical phe
nomena whose relative importance is poorly understood today (irradiation 
creep, swelling, plasticity) by reproducing their effects on the core as a 
whole. 

Simultaneously with the HARMONIE program, word Is in progress on the 
AR60H code to calculate free subassembly buckling, as well as to combine 
these two complementary codes which will then be suitable for use as a pro
ject ccrde. 
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